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Washington, D. C. 
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The meeting of members of the staff of the President's 

Commission met at 10:00 a.m., at 200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast, 

Washington, D. C. 

PRESENT: 

John J. N--;Cloy, Member 

Allen U. Dulles, Member 

J. Lee Rankin, General Counsel 

Norman Redlich, Special Assistant to General Counsel 
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Mr. •Dulles. What is that?' Is that a paper you have 

written? 

Mr. Lieboler. Yes, Mr. Dulles, I have a draft here. 

Mr. Dulles. 	thl.nk 1 :'cad that, en the motive? 

'Mr. Liebeler. Yes. X have a slichtly diffelent one now 

after conversations between Mr_ Redlich and myself. which are 

continuing at the moment. 

M. Dulles. X have got a copy of that. Is that Chapter 5 

or whatever they call it? 

Mr. Lj.ebeler. Chapter 6. Seven is changed too. 

Mr. Dulles, 	cane t catch up. 

Mr. Redlich. This latest draft has not been distributed 

yet. 

(Discussion off the record.) 

Mr. Liebeler. We have been discussing whether or not 

there is a-medically valid similarity between patients who have 

threatened the President, people who have threatened the 

President and somebody like Oswald who actually did, and Dr.  

ROthstein suggested it was a difference in degree, and not in 

kind. 

Dr. Rothstein. This is why 1 was willing to go out on 

a limb calling it the presidential assassination syndrome rathet 

than limiting it to saying it was just ,threateners. 

think that there is some value in -- well, let's say I 

don't know for sure whether this can be a hundred per cent . 
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1)1.1 	 :;  1.71..My rr'C 	 ard 

thrt 	 :,ofe 	 Loirr:, to be n.:!ccosary. 

Ro, , 	Could 1 as!c this question. Would you feel 

th:1 	 :,:ters to 1,icirals of shoolE%, chairmen.  

f';oveLnc;:s, chief of police, 

probaton offAcers are also relevant? 

Dr. Rothstoln, Well, anIn you have the question of 

whore to draw the line. 

Dr Rore. E::actly. 

Dr. Rothstein. I felt that the :tine could well be drawn 

here at the point of it being directed toward the President. 

Now I think you could compare things. For instance, I 

thought of two separate things that tLis set of patients 

examined could be compared to. One is to other people who write 

to the President. This would cover the continuum of how much 

hostility. 

In other words, somebody who writes, which is not a threat, 

still somebody who is directing it to the President, the 

difference being the threat, but the other set of people this 

could be compared with is people who threaten others than the 

President. 

Here you get two groups of people who have both threatened, 

but in one case it was to the President and in one it was not 

to the President, and I think they sort of triangulate in. 

Dr. Rome. How about vitriolic letters? 
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Dr. flethoton. I think 	wh
ole ;roup of people who are 

not the P72:ildert :11() have been
 throatiJnQJ is ono grotlp of 

people you could cc!:.pare to the 
peol_1,.:2 .:/ho have threatened 

the .I'eser]s 

Dr. Caner. on. You have suggested that 
your title may be 

open to question. A more accura
te one Tight be "A Stuly Of

 

o Many Men Who Have Threatened T
he President", and then you are 

not finplying s,)mothin7 beyon
d the grolT you have studied. 

Dr. Rothstein. Right, but I wan
ted to imply something. 

Dr. Cameron. I know, but you your3elf
 recognize the 

problem with this. I am reminded
 of a :;tudy 1 believe during 

World War LL,  wasn't it, by 
Doug Bond, Howard, to study the 

group of airmen who had to be gr
ounded .?dr so-called flying 

fatigue, and he found an enormou
s number of psychological, 

psychopathological determinants,
 broken homes, bed wetting, 

nail bitir.g, and things of this 
kind. 

Then someone suggeoted to him th
at it might be useful to 

forth. The main difference betw
een the two groups was that the

 

men who were still flying were 
highly motivated to fly. They 

loved to fly, and the fellows wh
o were grounded didn't 

particularly enjoy it. They did
nit find out why the men liked 

to fly. 

The point I am making is we do h
ave some recognizable 
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.4 I 	examine a group of pilots who we
re still flying, and he did, 
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mber of broken homes, and so 
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pvelilmo, and th,.! only rt..n 	r:N011 on it is that I think 

the Cc.:]:;,:!icn p:.:bably has to 'look a *ahat is its taslz. 

think its task beins probably, and I am Guessing, to 

weigh e-ft!;: tninrj it can ard decide vhether or not he did it, 

and if possible to ssy poothinEr about allianc!cs if any, 

or thoir absences and possible motive. 

T  17)ntt tnnit the pLIblic, Y as a reader am not particularly 

interested in the Commissionls opinion as to the relation of 

this pticular act to all the other people in the world. ti!'iat 

I am interested in as a citizen, and I am very eager to see what 

the Commission is going to say, is did this guy in their opin).on 

really coo it. 

There haon 1 t been enough in the paper now to satisfy me Idhat 

he did. nut when you come out with your report, you may satit.,fy 

me on that point. And if you decide he did, and you tell me 

that there were no entangling alliances, then as a psychiatrist 

the first thing I will look for, well, then on what basis. 

And I think you have to say a little something about the 

basis. That is the end of the report then I think. 

Mr. Dulles. .1 am in agreement. 

Dr. Rom6. -It is accepted on the basis of the authority 

that renders it. Since it is just a value judgment by virtue 

of the authority of the Commission and their opinion and the 

documentation that they substantiate their contention with, 

and the esteem in which they are held, you accept it or you don't, 
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Dr. Rothstein. Could we claL-ify this other:? 	asked whel,her 1  

you before nad thought that the questf.on of the suicidal 

equivalent should be included since ii is a psychiatric 

implication, arr.] somothin!y; vhir:h is readily apparent. 

Mr. Redlich. That 	in the Walker shooting? 

Dr. Rothstein. No, in the assassination. 

D. Cameron. That is speculation. 

Dr. Rothstein. Now this is something that should be 

included or shouldnit be, 

Dr. Cameron. That is a speculation. and whether he wanted 

to get killed or not is beside the point as to whether or not 

he was capable of carrying out this act. Therefore if I were 

on the Commission I would find it unnecessary to deal with that. 
.0 064 
424 tn 

§ ° 1 	Mr. Redlich. I agree. 
us 

Dr. Rome. I think this kind of thing can appear in 

113. proceedings of the American Psycopathological Association, a 

Harvard Law Review article some day or whatever, but I don't 

think it is eeleant insofar as the Commission is concerned. 

Dr. Cameron. I think you ought to publish your stuff. 

As a professional person I might quarrel with you about your 

title. You ought to publish it, and there is a place for that. 

Dr. Rothstein. Yes. Of course I can afford to go out on 

a limb more than the President's Commission on the Assassination 
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of PL'Joi.-:iel.L 

1.1r. 130:u.i2h. 	I fee 	sronL;ly al:out this, LInd I hope 

hnver.it 	 arwore by tIle stror:th of my cc.;:lent,c, I 

fool :.;t) L-Gren - ,ly about it bf:ca',1se in s) many other areas of 

thP,J 	:t.; are ck.alinz with fundamentul factual material 

on which we can state certain things and tack it up with a 

trmonicu2 :oant of evi.6ence hit I uoul] hate to have us 

impair the real stronF,;.th and solidity of that portion of the 

report by having a section whi:th deal.) with hypotheses which 

may turn out to be correct, but which ire at best hypotheses 

which could then get us involved in this type-of professional 

cross fire which I think professional ueople would have the 

right to do. 

Mr. Dulles.  Are -Aotives hypotheses? Are they synomymous 

in your mind? 

Mr. Redlich. I think that when you suggest, for example, 

that one of the things that might -- and I will even qualify 

it that way -- that one of the things that might have been a 

factor with him is a possible suicidal tendency, then 

think you are getting into the realm of conjecture which at 

least in my opinion would not be necessary. I think it is 

sufficient -- 

Mr. Dulles. Can you put that another way? I don't want 

to interrupt, but if you go back into the history of assassina-

tions, a man, in most of these assassinations the man who does 
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the 	 nown 	 io 	he hun h:13 at :Tust 

an much ar: if he jumpefi off a cliff. 

The fonuw that shot 11:71c.inley, he had 20 r,olicemen within 

ton foe'. LIn':3 	krcm they wel's going to to there. 

Mr. Redlich. 	Dulles, z think it might be vey fruitful 

to have a seztion in this '.:.nrort which 'would dos.7,ribe as a 

watter of consideratle interest the pattern which we feel has 

beer founi in pact aooassins. 

I think, however, that in describing this assassination, 

what we should do is set forth what Leo Harvey Oswald did, 

and if in fact there is a pattern here which shows that he 

was so laying out the thing that he had to be caught, or if 

there is a pattern in the Walker shoot,ng which shows, as 

happen to think there is, that he was :ust leaving all the 

proof behind him, then Y think you can state that he left the 

pictures in his home of the Walker house, that he had the 

picture,of himself holding the rifle that he took just before, 

and I don't think you have to say that this was somehow, that 

he had within him the subconscious desire to be caught, and 

that it somehow represented a suicidal impulse. 

Mr. Liebeler. You have gone too far. 

Dr. Rothstein. You might say he had an argument with his 

wife the night before and give the testimony, but not say this 

is related. 

Mr. Redlich. That is right. 
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Dr. Rce.-  It is so explicit you don't n:::od to rely on 

metaphor. 

Dr. CL.deron. .11 you want to btLng out this suicide thing, 

but in quit-,  different and 1 would think more acceptable terxs, 

you would say it is notable in this case as in the case of 

previous afsassins, that they seem to have little regard for thei 

own safety. 

Mr. Redlich. RiL4ht. 	agree with that. 

Mr. Dulles. That is' very well stated. 

Mr. Liebeler. Y want to point out to Mr. Redlich, however, 

and note 7 am now calling him Mr. Redlich, Professor Redlich, 

that you set forth in other sections of the report evidence 

indicating that Oswald shot Officer Tippit, but you don't just 

leave it ti'.!re. 

You than talk about the probative value of the fact that 

he shot Officer Tippit on the question of whether or not he 

assassinated President Kennedy, do you not? 

Mr. Redlich. Oh yes. 

Mr. Liebeler. You engage in a hypothesis, do you not? 

You relate one fact to the other and argue about these 

relationships as indications of the fact that he did 

assassinate the President. 

Now We know certain things for facts in the area of motive 

too, and you want to set forth the facts. All I want to do is 

relate them, 
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I th:w1 	 as between the 

;,:cHiAldw) that 1.1ruj-.% h:i. ;i to defo;:tt, for exi mple. 1 think there 

are cortaAn 	 'iotween the atritude that brought him to 

jc;;n 	f•?ai,.c: Corps and the attitude that led to his defection. 

I thin!: they are related, and when we read the transcript we 

will see certain patterns that had to do with his motivation, 

his attempt to go to Cuba. 

Mr. Rellcn. Would you care to state what in your opinion 

they are and hew you would like to express it? 

Mr. Llebeler. No, I w-ouldnit at the moment. 

Dr. Rothstein. You talk about having the concrete body 

of fact though. Now in the other sections, as I am sure you 

mentioned that the FBI report was reviewed and so forth -- 

Mr. Redlich, We have gone way beyond that. Let me just 

say that we have gathered all this evidence. 

Dr. Rothstein. My own opinion is again it would be 

relevant to say that psychiatrists were consulted who have 

our report we have consulted a great many experts. We have 

consUlted ballistics experts. We have consulted a great many 

people. 

If in fact we take advantage of you gentlemen in terms of 

your opinion as to the selection of the material from Oswald's 

Life, which is included in a section on motive, I would certainly 

41)  
c3 

2A A 

t.-4)  
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0  ri) 
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4.4 
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2:26 
special knowledge in motivation,. 

41' 
Mr. Redlich. We might state that somewhere in a foreword to 
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• think that it would be desirablf, 
so to state. 

1 go for the kind of approach Dr. Rome a
nd Dr. Cameron have 

bean talking about. 

Dr. Rothstein. I think the other two
 dontors feel that it 

shouldn't even be r::entioned that the
re was any psychiatric 

consideration. 	Iayhc I am overent
hused with psychiatry in getting 

it into things, but I feel that it is
 a relevant thing to say. 

N. Dunes. I think we ought to state
 we consulted 

psychiatrists somewhere, don't you t
hink so? 

Mr. Redlich. Of course. 

Mr. Dulles. If we hadn't done that w
e would have missed 

an important area of the study. 

Dr. Cameron. But that the report not
 be couched in an/thing 

that could be interpreted as psychiat
ric terms, because this 

will impair its ability to communicat
e to the people you want to 

communicate. 

It might be nice for Howard or for me
 or somebody else. 

Mr. Dulles. I agree with you wholely
. 

Dr. Cameron. But it impairs its comm
unicable values. 

Dr. Rothstein. To substantiate that 
I looked over some of 

the papers and I was really impressed
 about how unuseful some 

of them were with the anthropological
 measurements of the head 

and so forth and a lot of these thing
s which nowadays we wouldn't 

even pay any attention to, and I an s
ure if we got into a lot 

of the jargon 25 years from now it mi
ght not mean anything 
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eVohor. It wight noi; even now moan anything. 

ZCIU :.:Cie the r;:blic doe:mot care what Howard 

or 	 abc-:4t this. What they ca::e about is what does 

the Co=f.orion thir,R, and if the Commission simply says that 

it Ilad oppertulty to discuss these issues with a variety of 

people, ballistic experts and so on, then this simply says 

to the purl _c, "The Commission in whom we have confidence has 

taken accouni: of most of the points of view that we have." 

Mr. Dulles. I think that well summarizes. 

Mr. Liebeler. The only trouble I have with that is that 

it almost argees we shouldnIt oven set forth the facts of his 

life. Why not say well, the Commission thinks he did it for 

good and sufficient reasons unto himself, and that is good 

tf) 	 enough? Why should we put anything in there? 
T1-1  

Dr. Rome. Only because it takes a certain amount of material •-1 ‘.4 
to accomplish psychological closure, and that is all you are 

o 
:g-4S 8 

doing it for. As you pointed out earlier, who is going to 

read it? 

Mr. Liebeler. Who is going to read this? i hope somebody 

kft  will. 

Dr. Rome. But the point is wasnit it mentioned earlier 

that maybe a couple of reporters will read some. 

Mr. Dulles. Oh no, no, we are talking about the whole 

file. We are not tasking about the report itself. We are 

talking about five or six hundred pages in the report itself. 
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Mr, Lietc,ler. Very few ar Eoing to 	the we file, 

but wo arc foing to take certain facts. I have a rroup of papers 

in here entit..c:d "Possible Personal Moives" and this i3 going to 

be a chapter Jn the repolct 1.tself. This is going to be 

distributed presumably to many people, a gl-eat many of whom will 

read it. 

Hr. Dulles. EUndreds of thousands will read this. 

N. Redlilh. I would think that willions will read this. 
I think that Sim has raivied a good question in opposition to the 
point that we are raising here. 

We have suggested that we put into this chapter the 

important facts, influences, relationslips in Oswalds life, 

exercise in .judgment in terms of importqnr!e, accuracy, 

credibility. 

The end result will be to paint a factual picture which 

would lead people to the conclusion that whatever may be the 
psychological motivation or the psychiatric theory that you are 
using, this man was capable of performing this act, and have it 
be of a nonconspiratorial nature. 

Now that is what 1 think we should do. Jim has now asked 
a question why even do that. If you are shying away from 

making a psychiatric analysis, why not also shy away from 
presented the selected facts. Why not just leave the record as 

it is? 

Mr. Liebeler. No. 
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Mr, RoOlich. I have an arr.:we to tgat. 

Mr, biubeler. 	am sure you do. Y have an answev to that 

strtwman too, 

One answer is that 1 havon)t sunested at any time that we 

put a psy-,,hiatio analysis in here. 1 have never suggested 

that. 

Mr. Redlich, 	see. '.iou have suggested posing these facts. 

I think the drat can speak for itsetf. Posing these facts in 

terms of psychological explanaUons. 

Mr. Libeler. I just think that thy facts can be related 

to each other in a way that will be significant and will give more 

meaning to them than just setting them out without getting 

.0 
	

involved with psychiatric jargon. 
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last draft. Hone of the Curinissioners have seen it yet I dc..1",-. PL 

;41  :") ) think. v) A co 
4.4 A 
(1,4 	

Nal  0 Liebe taro Thtst is right, ° 

Kr. Tulles. 	I think he would like to just have a look at 

'cYr'  
t, because there is no use your wasting your time with that if 

8070 

(10) 	
11-Cvii you ..:c7ows of ouy, 	 aftor you 1 Cu 

get nir.: 	 wx..itt.Jn, toll ur; hew cle;_:e or how far apart you 

wore when 11c., reallyL t down to It? 

Mr. 	 . I don f  t think they aru so f ar aprit 

Licio./2. 	think thu thing to d is takc: this trans- 

cript of mrste.sials and got a draft nd then talk 71)cut it 

Ur. EedI-7 ch. I wouA. like the doctors to see the two 

dr.n2ts. I thWT. it wo1 1d be very usoful. 

0 cv Li 	. Dulles, I think 	is 	t ants to 	 it over. I 
cd 
tf; 	have just boon talking with him. 	t.ould like to look over tI.1s rot 

m m  the Commission decides it doe= f t want to do anything of this kind. 

Maley haven't discussed this particular point. We haven't discussed 

this with them yet. 

mr0  Liebeler. I wonder if we shouldn f t -- 

Mr. Dulles. Anong ourselves. 

Nv. Liebeler. -- have copies of this transcript made and 

given to these men to study if they want to, I don't know if you 

will want to supplement your written report, Doctor, after this 

conversation today. 

I an sure you have many more facts now, and that your 
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5.n 2 	th5.nic:7.r.3 is prcbab*i.y 	 r.lore delrelo1ca.:; than it lic.,;J 

Caen Yiz Wy...) 	to uo 	 don' 1:11c a. Ilhoc, would 

you do ultb 	point? uovla you just sit e IL for a uhIlo? 

D, Cawo:A. I tral 	ycu flost that you are going to 

do uitt this t,,icnscrip.6. I knew fv-)m 1^e actin my o:rn transcripts 

Lei ore thct it sounds i1 many imtaneec as thouLila Iliad never 

gone to sehcol, 2nd if 	soing to over be available fol. 

roadint; 	like tIla opportnity to edit it. 

Discussion off the record.) 

Dulles. Uc a very indc;btod i;o you for havints come. 

I have learned a cooa don that will be very helpful to me then 

the CoL,raission considers this 

(Uhercupons at 5;50 orelock p.m., the CovaiAlsion adjourned.) 
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